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ACTION NEA-16

INFO OCT-01 EUR-25 ISO-00 IO-14 EB-11 MC-02 AID-20 DRC-01
COME-00 OMB-01 TRSE-00 ACDA-19 CIAE-00 INR-10 L-03
NSAE-00 NSC-07 RSC-01 SCI-06 FEEA-00 NEAE-00 DODE-00
PM-07 H-03 PA-04 PRS-01 SP-03 SS-20 USIA-15 EA-11

/201 W
--------------------- 021259
PR 251537Z JUN 74
FM AMBASSAY PARIS
TO SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 0272
INFO AMBASSAY TEHRAN
AMBASSAY NEW DELHI
AMBASSAY ISLAMABAD
AMBASSAY CAIRO
AMBASSAY TEL AVIV
AMBASSAY JIDDA
AMBASSAY BEIRUT
AMBASSAY KUWAIT
USMISSION USUN
USMISSION NATO
AMBASSAY LONDON
AMBASSAY MOSCOW

UNCLAS PARIS 15445

E.O. 11652: N/A
TAGS: PFOR, PARM, FR, IR
SUBJECT: FURTHER REMARKS BY SHAH ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS

REF: (A) PARIS 15305; (B) STATE 135137; (C) TEHRAN 5166

1. JUNE 25 EDITION OF LE MONDE CARRIES LONG INTERVIEW
WITH SHAH WHICH BEING POUCHED TO DEPARTMENT AND TEHRAN.
IN REPLIYING TO A QUESTION AS TO WHETHER THE EXTENSION
OF THE NUCLEAR CLUB MIGHT NOT LEAD HIM TO QUESTION HIS
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SIGNATURE OF THE NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY, THE SHAH IS
QUOTED AS SAYING THE FOLLOWING:

2. "CERTAINLY NOT YET. I AM READY TO REPEAT WHAT I
HAVE PROPOSED SEVERAL TIMES, THAT IS, TO DECLARE OUR
ZONE -- A GEOGRAPHIC ZONE WHOSE BORDERS COULD CLEARLY
BE DELIMITED -- NON-NUCLEAR. BECAUSE, HONESTLY, I
BELIEVE THAT THIS NUCLEAR ARMAMENTS RACE IS RIDICULOUS.
WHAT WOULD ONE DO WITH THEM? USE THEM AGAINST THE GREAT
POWERS? ONE COULD NEVER HAVE PARITY. USE THEM TO KILL
EACH OTHER? A COUNTRY WHICH WOULD PROCURE THIS MEANS
to attack would not wait long before being crushed by
another country which also would be in the avant garde.
But if there is not enough vision, if in this region
each little country tries to arm itself with armaments
that are precarious, even elementary, but nuclear, then
perhaps the national interests of any country at all
would demand that it do the same, but I would find that
completely ridiculous".
STONE
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